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In an attempt to make money from your clicks, torrent sites will display a more predominant button that won’t download the torrent file, but rather a different, unrelated software.Avoid big buttons and only click on the URL that will actually download your desired torrent file.In addition to these words of caution, let’s talk a bit more about safety.How
to Torrent SafelyThe risks of browsing torrent sites aren’t just about privacy. Unblock The Pirate Bay with NordVPN's Discount DealThe Pirate Bay has been a crowd favorite for many years and is widely regarded as one of the best torrent sites. We did consider including the number of seeders and leechers for popular torrents at the time of writing,
but we also realized that’s very seasonal and probably won’t be relevant in a month or two, so we focused on other metrics instead.Library size will be included for websites whenever possible. It doesn’t have a huge library when compared to behemoths like RARBG, but it’s focused on TV shows, and it’s the place to find any new releases in
HD.Seeder/leecher ratio is pretty decent because it has an active community, clocking in at around 20 million visitors per month. Therefore, we conclude that, as of now, Zooqle is accessible to, at least, a great portion of internet users. IPTorrents – Awesome private torrenting site that requires a donation to enterWebsite: for the private sites:
IPTorrents is one of the biggest private torrenting sites (meaning that you’ll need an invitation to get in) boasting a big library, an active community, and virtually no ad intrusion.Also, private torrenting sites are generally safer because it’s more difficult for users with bad intentions to get in. Clemenza como Richard Castellano Robert Duvall ... That’s
why our list of the best torrent sites also takes security into account and discusses some security concerns.The 12 Best Torrent Sites of 2022Now, without further ado, here are the 12 best torrent sites that are still up and running in 2022!1. And, of course, check the jurisdiction of the country you’re in, and steer clear of illegal activities when using
torrent sites.What Do People Download from Torrent Sites?Are you curious to see what other people download from torrent sites? If you’re willing to pay, this is one of the best torrent sites around.12. With a seamless interface and a very good seeder/leecher ratio on new torrents, it’s a solid choice for torrenters everywhere.The average download
speed from LimeTorrents is 3 to 4 MB/s, and the site has close to 20 million users a month.However, it’s lower on our list of the top torrent sites because you won’t find plenty of seeders for older torrents, and ad intrusion can get annoying at times.Mirrors: limetorrents.asia, limetorrents.zone, limetorrents.co, limetor.com, limetor.pro9. We also tried
to access Zooqle using an American and a Dutch IP address. One of our personal favorites is NordVPN. Its library size is decent, and it gets updated often, meaning that you have a high chance of finding new torrents on the site.RARBG also offers a very similar download speed as The Pirate Bay. The only difference is that ad intrusion is more
annoying on RARBG, so take that into account when choosing one of the two.Oh and, if you’re from Denmark, Portugal, or the UK, you’ll need a VPN to enter, because it’s blocked there. However, each of them has different advantages (and in some cases, disadvantages), so we’ll take a deep dive into your options to see which website suits you
best.Before that, let’s look at our criteria for choosing the best torrent sites.How To Choose the Best Torrent SiteDownload speed is the average speed for downloading torrents from a certain site. YTS – Our recommended torrent website to download HD moviesWebsite: you’re looking for a movie, just head on over to YTS.While the average metrics
don’t look so great (not a big library when compared to The Pirate Bay and an average download speed of 3 to 4 MB/s), YTS has over 75 million visits a month, and that’s due to its positioning.First, it’s only focused on movies, and it does its best to track torrents with HD quality and small size, optimizing for any device or bandwidth. We recommend
uTorrent, but Bittorrent will work just as fine. Tessio Talia Shire ... É nessa complicada época que Michael (Al Pacino), um herói de guerra nunca envolvido nos negócios da família, vê a necessidade de proteger o seu pai e tudo o que ele construiu ao longo dos anos. Torrenting itself is legal. This way, you’re sure to always find a good torrenting
website when you visit this page!Unblock Every Torrent Site and Stay Safe & Anonymous with a VPNRegardless of which torrent sites you prefer, your internet service provider might restrict access to some of your favorite torrent sites or might track your torrenting behavior. A VPN is your best friend to counter these issues and easily access the best
torrent sites.How? We took a deep dive into the world of private torrent sites, and we were able to obtain invitations for some of them.For example, we got in on FileList, which is Romania’s largest private torrent site:Reddit, 8chan, and specifically anonymity-focused forums have threads on torrenting. Michael Corleone James Caan ... While it does
have almost 8 million visitors each month, and the library it boasts is decent, the ad intrusion level is too much to warrant praise, especially when compared to all the alternatives you have.KickAss TorrentsYes, a version of this website is still available online. Quando Corleone se recusa a facilitar a entrada dos narcóticos na cidade, não oferecendo
ajuda política e policial, sua família começa a sofrer atentados para que mudem de posição. Rarely, invitations will be just thrown there for a limited time, but what we did is we got in touch with someone that implied having an account in one of their threads.The rest is up to how persuasive you are.This is the worst-case scenario when you just don’t
know anyone on the inside. Sinopse: Todos os 3 filmes da trilogia O Poderoso Chefão (The Godfather) dublados, dual áudio e legendados em BluRay: O Poderoso Chefão (1972), O Poderoso Chefão: Parte II (1974) e O Poderoso Chefão: Parte III (1990). It managed to deflect attempts at blocking it or shutting it down, and it’s going really strong with
over 6.3 million monthly users on the main site. Their torrents are often very well-seeded.The Pirate Bay is popular for its large community, which ensures at least one seeder on almost any torrent on the site, no matter the age. You can also look at our list of Pirate Bay alternatives if you’re looking for the best torrent sites.2. RARBG – Great torrent
site with an active communityWebsite: RARBG WebsiteRARBG is a large directory of torrents, famous for a very active community of seeders and high-quality torrents. Make sure you enable connection encryption, leak protection, and a kill switch for when your network is at risk of getting infected. If you already installed the client, the torrent file will
automatically open on this screen:However, two words of caution here.First, always download torrents and browse torrent sites using a VPN. Use a trusted platform from our best torrent sites list, and always do this only after taking the right security measures. If you’re looking for music, it’s easily one of the best torrent sites active in 2022.Mirrors:
torrentz2eu.org (the one we used), torrentz.eu5. If you have to go through eight ads just to browse for a file, it might be time to find a new torrent site. Torrends.to – A unique torrent website that combines the best of other torrent sitesWebsite: : Recently, this website seems to be down quite often.Not a torrent site per se, Torrends.to just tracks all
torrents from popular sites like The Pirate Bay and RARBG.However, considering the amount of data crunching this entails, you’re bound to find a much larger library of what you’re looking for all in one place.The download speed and all other relevant metrics are the same as you’d find on the specific site Torrends.to pulls data from. EZTV has a
large variety of torrents for the new releases for almost all series, and finding older episodes is incredibly easy. Some people use it to browse for game torrents as well, but from our research, it does look like both RARBG and The Pirate Bay have more torrents in that category, especially for older titles.A few years ago, 1337X was a bad choice for
torrenting since it was clunky to navigate and it posed a lot of security risks. Bibliotik – A torrent site for ebook loversWebsite: but not least, Bibliotik is the largest private torrenting site for downloading ebooks. Below, you can see a top 10 list of the most downloaded movies and TV shows from last month. If you are, make sure to use a VPN to protect
yourself online. We tried downloading obscure titles from even over a decade ago, and we found that there were still happy seeders to help out.On top of all this, it’s got a clean interface and helpful tags that let you know which torrent comes from a trusted source, and which torrent could pose a security risk to your PC.Without a doubt, Pirate Bay is
the king of all torrent sites, and with almost no ad intrusion and an active community, it’s basically got no downsides.Mirrors: thepiratebay.vip, thepirate-bay.org, thepiratebay.rocksP.S. If those mirrors don’t work, do a Google search for “the pirate bay mirrors” and you may find other options, especially on the second page of results. If you do that,
your computer should be safe from harm when downloading torrents.Is Torrenting Legal?Torrenting itself is legal since it’s just sharing data between one or more people.That being said, downloading and sharing copyrighted material without the approval of its creator is illegal, and in some countries, it may lead to legal repercussions.Now,
admittedly, a lot of jurisdictions don’t have up-to-date means to track people that use torrents but don’t count on that loophole for long. Regardless, it’s easily one of the best torrent sites in the world in 2022.Mirrors: 1337x.st (active since Oct. There are definitely some shady torrent websites on the web that might show you a lot of (questionable)
intrusive ads or even spread malware on your system. You risk downloading malware, viruses, and even losing your information to phishing campaigns, which are very common scenarios for torrent users.The first thing you’ll want to do is install a VPN. Nevertheless, there are also good and safe torrent sites, such as The Pirate Bay. It’s simply one of
the best torrent sites for downloading movies.Lastly, classics are readily available on the platform. Again, check our best VPN section for the best options out there, safety tips, and news. In all three instances, we were successful. The creators only make money through Bitcoin donations from what we can see. 2018), 1337x.is (active since Jan. That
said, if you can get it, it’s easily one of the top torrent sites.How to Use Torrent SitesIf you’re a beginner in the world of torrenting, let’s start with what torrents are.A torrent is a small file that has metadata about the files you’re trying to get. And, by very good, we mean it’s got the largest music library of all public torrent sites.Other than that,
Torrentz2 doesn’t have much going for it. We use The Pirate Bay data to create this roundup, as it’s the most popular platform, and the popularity of files from this site is the most indicative of popularity in general.Spider-Man: No Way HomeThe Book of Boba FettThe Matrix ResurrectionsStar Trek: DiscoveryEternalsHawkeyeThe King’s ManGrey’s
AnatomyGhostbusters: AfterlifeThe Wheel of TimeIn ConclusionDon’t just go ahead and download the first torrent you see. And with different governments cracking down on torrenting across the world, it’s getting harder and harder to find good torrenting websites. Special software called clients read that metadata and pair your computer with other
users that already have the file, so you basically “download” the file from them.To put it simply, torrenting is a form of sharing data with other computers.So naturally, you’ll first need a torrent client. In our research, there were about 3 to 4 popular torrent sites that we decided not to include due to the ad intrusion level.Security is very important
when downloading torrents. Don Vito Corleone Al Pacino ... Moreover, it’s got a smaller library than The Pirate Bay or RARBG, so there’s no real reason to choose it.TorLockWhile it’s pretty popular, Torlock takes ad intrusion to the extreme. Zooqle – One of the best torrent sites for gamersWebsite: gets a good rep for being the best library of video
game torrents, and that’s warranted. Lastly, and perhaps most importantly for many, private torrenting sites generally have significantly higher streaming speeds than public ones, because members have seeding quotas they need to comply with. While that information is reliable only as a ballpark reference, keep in mind that this will vary a lot based
on the torrent itself, as well as your internet connection.Monthly traffic is an important aspect to determine how popular a torrent site is, implicitly tying it to a lot of metrics like library size or seeders/leechers ratio. The Pirate Bay – Best overall torrent siteWebsite: Visit a working Pirate Bay MirrorAttention: The Pirate Bay is blocked in many

countries (even mirror sites), so you might need a VPN to change your virtual location and unblock the Pirate Bay. While it’s hard to get that exact number in all cases, we did our best to research it and find an answer for you.Torrent type and variety are also important when choosing which torrent sites to use. A VPN will allow you to unblock every
torrent site and also keep you safe and anonymous when torrenting. We tried browsing for older titles, and it has a good library, both for PC and consoles. That being said, you shouldn’t have a problem downloading anything through the sites in our roundup as long as you employ the safety best practices explored earlier.We advise against
downloading torrents from any random site that pops up after a Google search, and we definitely recommend you stay up to date with your safety-enhancing software. Since then, it went through an entire site revamp, making it seamless to browse and a lot safer. Most VPNs will feature these options (just maybe under different names).The kill switch
is important, as it will prevent your identity from being exposed when your VPN connection suddenly drops.Third, install an ad blocker and other safety-enhancing extensions. 2019), 1337x.gd (active since Oct. However, considering the number of mirrors and blocking attempts, that number may be skewed, and 20 to 60 million visits a month is
perhaps a bit more accurate.We couldn’t get an exact number on its library size, but it’s in the millions of files, and you can expect a download speed of 5 to 6 MB/s, all other things being equal. You can subscribe to different categories or titles and get a feed of new torrents for them. The interface isn’t bad, and while ad intrusion can become
annoying at times, it’s bearable in most cases.Mirrors: zooqle.g2g.casa, zooqle.nocensor.club, zooqle.u4m.pwUpdate: Despite recent claims to the contrary, Zooqle still seems to be up and running. 2017), x1337x.eu (active since Mar. This, is in fact, illegal, punishable under many jurisdictions, and something we’d encourage you to avoid.Read more
about torrenting and the legality of torrenting in this article about the best torrent sites. While ad intrusion is a bit annoying at times, the library size and the decent download speed of 2 to 3 MB/s are enough to keep your binging needs in check.Mirrors: eztv.unblocked.llc, eztv1.unblocked.is, eztv1.unblocked.si7. After all, there are plenty of shady
torrenting platforms on the internet that could compromise your online security. We searched for older titles like Two and a Half Men, and it had a decent library of options.We even tried going for more obscure titles, like the British show Midsomer Murders. Whether you’re an undergraduate doing research or just looking for an obscure franchise
like the Nick Stone series, Bibliotik is bound to have what you need.With a library size and a traffic count clocking in the hundreds of thousands, it’s a decent choice, but it’s unfortunately not accepting new members. Read our roundup of the best VPNs and use one of those before doing any torrenting.Second, beware of fake download links. Com a
chegada das drogas, as famílias começam uma disputa pelo promissor mercado. It’s a great VPN, which you can try without risk due to its 30-day money-back guarantee.Without further ado, let’s head to our summary of the 12 best torrent sites of this moment.Best torrent sitesThe Pirate Bay – Best overall torrent siteRARBG – Great torrent site with
an active community1337X – Awesome torrent site for movies, TV series, and musicTorrentz2 – The best choice for music torrentsYTS – Our recommended torrent website to download HD moviesEZTV – Torrent site that focuses on TV showsZooqle – A heavenly torrent site for gamersLimeTorrents – Superb torrent site for new releasesTorrends.to – A
unique torrent website that combines the best of other sitesTorrentDownloads – Good torrent site for obscure and forgotten titlesIPTorrents – Awesome private torrenting site that requires a donation to enterBibliotik – A torrent site for ebook loversThese are the best torrent sites still on the market, and you can access any one of them to find your
favorite files. McCluskey John Marley ... It’s easily one of the top torrent sites in the world right now.Mirrors: rarbg.is, rarbgunlock.com, rarbgmirror.comP.S. If none of the mirrors work, don’t try to find another one on your own unless you take some safety precautions. Problems with the law that you might hear about generally occur when people
torrent copyrighted materials. Internet service providers and governments can track your internet activity if you don’t use a VPN, and in some cases, you are liable for a lawsuit for downloading specific files. Moreover, since it’s been targeted by government investigations, it’s not available in a lot of regions.Average torrent download speeds range
between 2 to 3 MB/s, and the ad intrusion can get bothersome at times.However, it is a good option for more obscure titles in all categories, so if you’ve been looking for an old video game or a rare book, you can try a quick search on TorrentDownloads. Whichever torrent site you use, it’s important to take a few safety measures (such as using a VPN)
to keep your data safe and your identity anonymous. It’s important to install a VPN because it will route your connection through a secure server, allow you to access blocked torrent sites, and help you remain anonymous.After that, tick all the VPN safety settings you can. The Pirate Bay, for instance, has a huge variety of all sorts of content, but a bit
of a minimalist interface. When people torrent, they usually pick one of these sites:The Pirate Bay – Best overall torrent siteRARBG – Great torrent site with an active community1337X – Awesome torrent site for movies, tv-series, and musicTorrentz2 – The best choice for music torrentsYTS – Our recommended torrent website to download HD
moviesEZTV – Torrent site that focuses on TV showsZooqle – A heavenly torrent site for gamersLimeTorrents – Superb torrent site for new releasesTorrends.to – A unique torrent website that combines the best of other sitesTorrentDownloads – Good torrent site for obscure and forgotten titlesIPTorrents – Awesome private torrenting site that requires
a donation to enterBibliotik – A torrent site for ebook loversHowever, while torrenting itself is not illegal, downloading copyrighted content is considered piracy, and it can land you in trouble. Ele costuma apadrinhar várias pessoas, realizando importantes favores para elas, em troca de favores futuros. Carlo John Cazale ... We don’t know what it may
contain, but we do not recommend installing it under any circumstance, as it may pose serious privacy and security risks. 2017), x1337x.ws (active since Dec. YTS on the other hand, mainly offers HD movies and a very nice interface, whereas Zooqle is a great torrent site for gamers.Whatever your preferences, you’re bound to find the right torrent
site for you if you check out our list of the best torrenting websites of 2021. Castellano ... Ideally, you already know someone who has an account there, and you can ask for an invitation.Torrent Sites to AvoidThere are a few popular torrenting sites that still get a lot of traffic, and you’ll find some roundups recommending them.While you don’t risk
anything per se when using those sites, you should stray away from the following platforms.TorrentGalaxyTorrentGalaxy is like a downgraded version of 1337X. Read our FAQ!Which torrent site is best for you depends on different factors, such as the type of content you’re interested in and how important a pleasant user experience is to you.
TorrentDownloads – Good torrent site for obscure and forgotten titlesWebsite: Torrentdownloads websiteAttention: This website attempts to open an additional browser tab with advertisements. Jack Woltz Richard Conte ... EZTV – Torrent site that focuses on TV showsWebsite: you want high-definition episodes of your favorite shows, EZTV is one of
the best torrent sites to check out. However, we do want to praise its seamless design and minimal ad intrusion.With a little under 5 million hits a month and quirky data set to show what’s trending, using Torrends.to could be a good choice if you’re looking for obscure titles and want all of your results in one place.Mirrors: None. Sonny Corleone
Richard S. Unfortunately, this is the KickAss Torrents you’re used to only in name and appearance — the service has changed a lot since the original site was taken down.If you want to download anything using the current version of the site, you’ll have to install an obscure browser extension first. There are a lot of ads popping in your face, and the
“price” isn’t warranted. Click here for a summary of the best torrent sites The Best Torrent Sites: A Quick RoundupTorrenting is a file-sharing option that a lot of people default to. It’s been around since 2008, and it amasses about 40 million visitors each month.It competes with The Pirate Bay by offering a more “personalized” experience, complete
with top ten lists in different categories and news displayed on the home page. For instance, we received a remark from one of our French readers that Zooqle has been shut down, so we checked with a VPN if it was blocked in France. Connie Gianni Russo ... The best torrent sites like The Pirate Bay or RARBG have big libraries, sporting torrents from
all categories, while sites like Bibliotik or YTS have a considerable number of book and movie torrents respectively. Fredo Rudy Bond ... We even found some torrents that we weren’t able to find anywhere else, like a functional version of Uncharted 2 for the PS3.With a bit over 5 million visitors a month, an active community, and a download speed of
about 1 to 2 MB/s second, it’s a good choice for when you just can’t find a working video game torrent.It’s even a user-friendly platform. One of the best VPN apps is NordVPN:If you want to learn more about the best torrent sites, keep reading our article below.A number of torrenting sites have been taken down in the past few years, including
Kickass. The download speed isn’t that great (we got anywhere in between 1 MB/s and 3 MB/s, with an average of under 2 MB/s) and ad intrusion is pretty annoying.Not to mention, any type of browsing options — like searching by album, artist, or song — would be greatly appreciated. This website used to be called torrents.io, but the domain
changed.10. Pop-ups that “click themselves” and fake “contests” that you just happened to win without participating in are annoying. There are a lot of phishing scams going around with RARBG-looking sites, so make sure you learn about secure browsing.3. 1337X – Awesome torrent site for movies, television series, and musicWebsite: 1337X
website1337X is good for movies, shows, and music. The Pirate Bay itself keeps getting moved to mirrors, so you’d be forgiven to believe that torrents are impossible to find.But they’re not, and we’re going to show you the top 12 sites still active in 2022, as well as how to stay safe while downloading torrents and what risks you may be exposed to if
you just go ahead and download the first torrent you see.We verified recently that the 12 torrent sites in this article are still online — and we’ll continue to do so on a regular basis as we update this list. Sollozzo Diane Keaton ... As you’ll notice when you visit TorLock, most of their torrents — even the popular ones — have no seeders.What Torrent
Sites are Safe?The Pirate Bay, RARBG, and especially private torrent sites are as safe as you can get when downloading torrents. LimeTorrents – Superb torrent site for new releasesWebsite: is one of the best torrent sites for new releases. Not harmful, but annoying.TorrentDownloads is one of the classics in the scene, but their traffic has slowly
decreased over time (it’s sitting at around 5 million users a month), due to Pirate Bay’s and RARBG’s considerably larger libraries. Second, ad intrusion is minimal, and the interface is beautiful. If you want to make sure you’re using uTorrent safely, you can follow the tips in this article.Once you installed a torrent client, download the torrent from one
of the best torrent sites in the list above, and open it using the client. Kay Adams Abe Vigoda ... VERSÃO DUAL ÁUDIOO PODEROSO CHEFÃO 1, 2 E 3 TRILOGIA DOWNLOAD DUBLADO DUAL ÁUDIO 5.1 MKV BLURAY 720PDOWNLOADO PODEROSO CHEFÃO 1, 2 E 3 TRILOGIA DOWNLOAD DUBLADO DUAL ÁUDIO 5.1 MKV BLURAY
1080PDOWNLOAD Trailer O Poderoso Chefão - Todos os Filmes Resolução: 1920x1080 / 1280x720, Canais de Áudio: 5.1, Codec de Vídeo: h264 / AVC, Codec de Áudio: AC3 5.1Mais Filmes com Qualidade: 1080p, 720p, BluRay, HD, MKV ElencoDireção: Francis Ford CoppolaAtores: Marlon Brando ... Em 1945, Don Corleone (Marlon Brando) é o chefe
de uma mafiosa família italiana de Nova York. The Best Torrent Sites in 2022: Frequently Asked QuestionsDo you have a question about torrenting and the best torrent websites? Barzini Al Lettieri ... That’s why below we’ll discuss which platforms are good for which specific torrent types, where applicable.Ad intrusion is also important when deciding
what torrent site to use. 2019)P.S. We included the “active since” date so you can check domain age to make sure you don’t fall for a phishing campaign.4. Torrentz2 – Best choice for music torrentsWebsite: Torrentz2 websiteTorrentz2 is accessible through several mirrors, and you can simply click on the one above to access the site.While this is not
that big of a torrent site — only amassing 10-20 million users a month and unable to sport much of a library for general torrents — Torrentz2 is very good for finding music. Needless to say, we will check this regularly and keep you updated!8. Cuneo Comentários Comentários com insultos ou que podem gerar brigas são deletados. Seja gentil e ajude a
fazer do site um ambiente amigável e agradável. If you’re looking for obscure movies that are difficult to find, this is one of the top torrent sites to check out.Mirrors: yts.am, yts.pm, yts.gm (but so far the site has never been taken down)6. So just keep that in mind for when you can’t find the music you’re looking for anywhere else. For shows and
movies, you also have improved browsing functionalities, like searching by award nomination.This round of changes got it up to 53 million visits a month, which makes sense — it’s got an average download speed of 3 to 4 MB/s and virtually no ad intrusion. It’s only a matter of time before governments begin keeping up with newer technology.Stay
safe on the web with the right VPN and by taking the right security measures. It’s better to use one of the many KickAss Torrents alternatives.TorrentFunkWhile TorrentFunk has the trappings of a decent torrent site, it’s riddled with all the possible types of ads you can imagine. Tom Hagen Sterling Hayden ... In fact, it’s the only torrent site where we
could find movies like 12 Angry Men in 1080p. 2018), x1337x.se (active since May. VPNs encrypt your data traffic and hide your IP address and identity. You can read all about them in our article detailing the best browser extensions for safety and privacy, as well as our guide with 8 steps to stay safe online.How to Access Private Torrent SitesA lot of
countries have their own regional private torrent site, and they all seem impossible to get in. Always check your local laws so you know whether or not you’re allowed to torrent. Capt. Asian titles specifically seem to take a big part of their servers.Mirrors: torrentdownloads.unblockproject.uno, torrentdownloads.123unblock.cyou,
torrentdownloads.mrunblock.cyou, torrentdownloads.nocensor.club11.
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